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Late last year, a project team comprised of representatives from State Risk Management,
State Van Pool, Corrections, Health & Family Services, UW System and Madison Area
Technical College developed trailering recommendations. The recommendations are for
trailering done by other than professional drivers with CDLs. The team recommended that
trailering only be considered when an agency has a business need to do so.
The following guidelines on trailer training have now been finalized. Each agency should
administer these general trailering guidelines based on its individual functions and needs.
The trailering guidelines should be applied to non-professional drivers without CDLs and
should be implemented by agencies that use trailers pulled by any licensed motor vehicle,
regardless of whether the trailer use is on public roadways or state grounds.
Trailer Training Instructor Qualifications
Drivers experienced in trailering may train other agency employees after being identified by
the agency to do so. Each agency should determine criteria to identify drivers experienced
in trailering who have the knowledge and skills to conduct the training. The agency may
contact the Bureau of State Risk Management for assistance in developing such criteria.
Instructors of trailer training should use the following recommended curriculum:
Trailer Training Curriculum
Each driver should receive sufficient time, with hands-on training, to adequately
demonstrate their proficiency and knowledge in handling the additional risks of
trailering. Drivers should satisfactorily complete a trailer inspection, connection,
and complete sufficient time behind the wheel demonstrating their proficiency. It is
highly recommended that each driver take the trailering course in the vehicle and
trailer with which they will do the majority of their trailering. The emphasis should
be hands-on experience and demonstration of competency, including knowledge and
proficiency in the following:
NHTSA Towing a Trailer booklet (found at
http://www.nhtsa.dot.gov/cars/problems/equipment/towing/introduction.htm)
GVW of vehicle and trailer
Hooking up, types of hitches – pre-trip inspection
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Brakes and braking, including air brakes, if equipped
Backing
Turning/cornering
Turning while backing
Speed and control
Load distribution
Securing the load
Additional length
A sample course should be no more than 12 feet wide. Each student must be able to
back up 100 feet in a straight line, back up 50 feet to the right and to the left, and
stop within 2 feet of the last cone. It is also recommended that each student
demonstrate their on-street ability with a trailer training instructor.
The agency, through its trailer training instructors, shall keep a record of those who
have satisfactorily completed the course. Re-training will be offered to current
trailering individuals on a voluntary basis or required on an as-needed basis.
Trailering with a 12/15-passenger van is highly discouraged. If an agency has a
business need to do so, the approved van driver must first demonstrate competency
in driving a 12/15-passenger van. Then, upon recommendation from his/her
supervisor in conjunction with the agency fleet manager and/or risk manager, the
van driver must successfully complete the trailering course.
Agencies may implement more stringent standards than outlined.
Any questions regarding the trailer training guidelines should be directed to
John Vick at 608/266-0168 or e-mail at john.vick@doa.state.wi.us.

